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abstraction, live caches which model relationships between cache levels to improve accuracy of multi-level
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Abstract. Many program analyses and optimizations rely on knowledge of cache
behavior. The precision of the underlying cache model is increasingly important
with the recent uptake of multi-core and many-core architectures for two reasons.
First, per-core cache sizes generally decrease as the number of cores becomes
large resulting in more cache misses. Second, large scale sharing of the com-
munication bandwidth to memory increases contention resulting in greater cost
of cache misses. We present a sound technique for cache behavior analysis that
handles instruction and data caches as well as a variety of multi-level cache poli-
cies. The resulting analysis is applicable to current general-purpose processors.
Our technique relies on a new abstraction, live caches which model relationships
between cache levels to improve accuracy of multi-level cache analysis. In an
existing many-core cache configuration, live caches improve L2 hit accuracy by
an average of 5.7%. Among others, this reduces the upper bound on memory
accesses for worst case execution time (WCET) by an average 6.4%.
1 Introduction
Emerging multi-core [13] and many-core [5] architectures such as the TILE64 proces-
sor [11] pose new problems and make some existing problems more important. One
problem that is becoming increasingly important is classifying read/writes into those
from the cache vs. those from the memory. This is due to two reasons. First, cache sizes
are decreasing. Each core in a many-core architecture generally has smaller cache sizes
than those in single or multi-core processors. For example, the TILE64 processor has
8Kb and 64Kb of L1 and L2 data cache respectively, whereas the Intel’s Core 2 Duo
processor, has 32Kb and 4Mb of L1 and L2 data cache respectively. This reduction in
cache size directly translates to increase in cache miss rate [19]. Second, cost of cache
misses is increasing due to memory bus contention, which is primarily because mem-
ory bus bandwidth is not keeping up with the number of cores in a CPU [9, 21]. Thus,
frequent main memory access by many cores may easily congest the bus. As a result,
cache analysis useful for multi-core and many-core architectures must:
• Improve precision, because classifying an L2 hit (cost'15 cycles [31]) as a memory
access (cost'500 cycles [31]) may drastically increase computed upper bounds.
• Handle cache hierarchies, because for analysis and optimizations it is vital to reduce
both low level and high level cache misses [9, 21]. Increasing L1 misses might be
acceptable if more L2 hits are achieved, thereby keeping memory references on chip.
• Handle Write-back, because data cache levels with write-back will impact the be-
havior for unified (instruction+data) cache levels and thus is necessary for soundness.
• Handle multi-level cache policies, because a variety of multi-level cache policies
exist in practice (ex: inclusive [16] in the core i7 [17], exclusive [32] in the AMD
Phenom II [2], and mainly-inclusive in the Intel Core 2 Duo)
Our contribution is a multi-level cache analysis which addresses these requirements.
Key to our multi-level cache analysis is the notion of live caches. A Live cache is an ab-
straction that captures information about memory blocks in the cache hierarchy which
were lost in the previous multi-level analysis [15]. Therefore, live caches increases the
precision over the previous work. Furthermore, live caches give more precise charac-
terization of write-back behavior. The technical underpinnings of this work include:
• the definition of live caches and illustration of their behavior,
• an abstract interpretation for multi-level instruction and data cache analysis,
• proof of soundness of live caches which enables our abstract interpretation, and
• empirical results which show a 5.7% increase in known L2 cache hits for the mainly-
inclusive cache policy.
This precision improvement benefits analyses and optimizations that rely on cache be-
havior model, e.g., we found that applying our technique reduces upper bound on cache
and memory access times by 6.4% for benchmarks presented in previous work [15].
2 Background on Cache Analysis as Abstract Interpretation
In this section we give a brief overview of a typical cache analysis using abstract inter-
pretation starting with basic terminology for caches, their structure and behavior.
2.1 Caches
Fig. 1. A cache with two sets. A block
in the first half of memory can only ex-
ist in the first set. Each set may hold
two blocks (2-way set associative).
Cache Terminology . Basic terms are illustrated in Figure 1 and described below.
– Lx “level x” specifies the cache level we are referring to. Lower levels are closer to
the processor and thus faster, but smaller.
– capacityx denotes the size in bytes of the Lx cache.
– line sizex (block size) is the number of bytes loaded into the Lx cache upon a miss.
We assume that as we go farther from the CPU, the line size is non-decreasing
(line sizex ≤ line sizex+i).
– Block refers to a segment of memory. As viewed from the Lx cache, there are
M/line sizex blocks of memory, whereM is the capacity of memory.
– Associativity: the number of cache lines a memory block may reside. For example,
in a 2-way set associative cache, a block may be in one of two cache lines. A 1-way
associative cache is direct mapped and capacityx/line sizex-way is fully associative.
– Hit/Miss: When a memory location is in a cache level, it is a hit; otherwise, a miss.
– Write-back: It is a common technique used to reduce memory accesses when a block
in cache is modified. With write-back, when a modified block is evicted from cache,
the contents are written to the next cache level or memory. Write-back is common
in most data caches such as those in the AMD Phenom II [2], the Intel Core 2 Duo,
the Intel Core i7 [17], etc.
– Replacement strategy: A technique to determine which block to replace when a cache
is full and an additional block is needed. Like previous work [3,15], we use the least
recently used (LRU) policy where the block accessed least recently is removed.
2.2 Abstract Interpretation based Cache Analysis
Figure 2 illustrates an abstract interpretation of cache behavior for a two level cache
hierarchy. First level is a split (instruction separate from data) 2-way associative cache.
Second level is a unified (containing both instruction and data blocks) 4-way associative
cache. Both levels use LRU as a replacement policy with write-back and have a line size
of 32 bytes. For this example we assume a mainly-inclusive cache policy. For simplicity,
we consider one cache set from each cache. Since the concern is cache hits and misses,
the cache state aims to capture when blocks are loaded into and evicted from each cache
level.
1 A input(*x)
2 A if(!*x)//init arr
3 A for(i=0; i<10; i++)
4 A arr[i] = 0;
5 B else //compute sum
6 B for(i=0; i<10; i++)
7 B *x += arr[i];
8 B output(*x);
Variable Cache block
x x
arr[0-7] y
arr[8-9] z
i register
State Line # Concrete states Abstract hit state Abstract miss state
After 2
Inst Data
same as concrete same as concreteL1 A x
L2 x A
Inst Data
same as concrete same as concreteL1 A y' x
L2 y x A
After 4
Inst Data
same as concrete same as concreteL1 A z' y'
L2 z y x A
Inst Data
same as concrete same as concreteL1 B A x y
L2 y B x A
After 7
Inst Data
same as concrete same as concreteL1 B A x z
L2 z y B x
Before 8
Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data
L1 A z' y' or B A x z L1 A L1 B,A x,z' z'
L2 z y x A z y B x L2 z y x L2 z y B,x A
Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data
L1 B A z' y' or B A x z L1 B L1 B A x,z' y'
L2 B z y x z y B x L2 z y L2 z y B,x A
After 8
Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data Inst Data
L1 B A x z' or B A x z L1 B x L1 B A x z'
L2 x y' B z' z y B x L2 z L2 z y' B,x A
S1
S2
After first 
execution 
of 4
S3
S4
After first 
execution 
of 7
S5
S6
z'',y''
S7
After 
instruction 
fetch 8
z'',y''
S8
Fig. 2. Abstract Interpretation for cache behavior. Left: code example. Letters after line numbers
indicate instruction cache block containing the code on that line. Table shows variable to cache
block mapping Right: cache contents for each state. Loop unrolling is assumed.
The left side of the figure shows sample code. Letters after line numbers indicate
the instruction cache block the code belongs to. The right side illustrates states for the
cache analysis (assuming the initial state is empty). Similar to previous work [3,15], for
each point in a program, assume there is a list of reads and writes to analyze. Based on
the reads and writes for a program point, the state of the cache is updated.
After analyzing lines 1-2, state S1 results. L1 shows instruction cache block A as
the most recently used instruction cache block and the block containing x as the most
recently used data cache block. L2 shows that x was the most recently accessed block.
Depending on how the if condition on line 2 evaluates control might be transferred
to either line 3 or line 6. Both paths must be analyzed because actual path is unknown.
Let us first analyze the loop on lines 3 and 4. Note that variable i is assigned to a
register and does not impact the data cache behavior. For simplicity we assume that the
loop has been completely unrolled. S2 shows the state after analyzing the first loop iter-
ation. Assume that the first 8 locations of array arr are in block y and sizeof(int)
is 4. S2 shows that block y is the most recently accessed data cache block. The y′ no-
tation means that the block y is dirty (modified). Tracking actual values for variables is
not necessary as it doesn’t influence the hit/miss behavior. Values can be tracked sep-
arately and simplified by eliminating cache models. Next, after all executions of the
loop, S3 shows that L1 data cache now contains the entire array arr (block z contains
the final two values) and that these values are dirty (but not yet written back to L2).
Next, we analyze the loop on lines 6-7. Note that the state S4 corresponding to this
line is derived from S1 not S3. On line 7, the value in arr[i] is fetched first followed
by adding the result to x. Thus, after the first iteration S4 shows us that x is the most
recently used block, but block y has been loaded. Further, before these data locations
were referenced, instruction block B was loaded. State S5 results after analyzing all
iterations of the loop. S5 is similar to S4 but block z has also been loaded into cache.
Join function . When the analysis looks at line 8, it sees two predecessor lines 4 and
7 with state S3 and S5 respectively. Thus, the analysis must merge or "join" the states
denoted as S6 = S3
∧
S5. Figure 2 shows the merged states for a "hit" and a "miss"
analysis, both of which are sound. The hit analysis tells us for each reference "hit" or
"unknown" and the miss analysis tells us "miss" or "unknown". For example, if a block
is in a state of the hit analysis, it must be a hit, otherwise it is unknown.
For the "hit" state, the worst case of block locations is used. For example, the L1
instruction cache block A was in the last space in S5 and the first space in S3. Thus, A
in S6 takes the last position in the L1 instruction cache. Note that in S5, z is clean but
in S3 it is dirty. Thus, in S6, z′′ denotes that z may be dirty. Also, notice that y does
not exist in L1 in S5, however, in S3 it does exist and is dirty. Thus, in S6, y should not
exist. However, since y may exist and may be dirty, when it may be evicted from L1, the
LRU order of L2 should be updated. Thus, y should not be reported as a hit if accessed
(denoted by –y) but is kept in the state so higher levels can be modeled in a sound way.
For the "miss" state, the best case is chosen. For example, block B is in the first
position of L1 in S5 but is not in L1 cache in S3. Thus in S6, B takes the first position
in the L1 instruction cache. If either block is dirty, the resulting block is dirty. For
example, even though z is clean in S5, since it is dirty in S3, it is dirty in S6.
After merging potential states, line 8 is analyzed. First, instruction blockB is fetched
giving state S7. Since B is not in hit analysis state S6, B is added updating LRU order
and evicting A. B is not added to L2 since the miss analysis can not guarantee that B
will miss L1. However, the LRU order of L2 must be updated in case B does miss.
Next, block x is accessed resulting in an update to the data cache as shown in S8.
For the hit analysis, two potentially dirty blocks are evicted (z and –y). Thus, cache is
updated once for potential write-back (since loading in one new block can not result
in two write-backs). Further, we update L2 again for the potential L1 miss of block x.
Again we can not update L2 with x since the miss analysis can not guarantee L1 miss.
2.3 Problems with Previous Analysis Techniques
With the background on abstract interpretation based cache analysis in place, we now
illustrate the three problems with existing techniques via our example in Figure 2.
Cache hierarchy . Consider the position of instruction block A in state S1 of Figure 2.
Even thoughA is the most recently used block in the L1 instruction cache, x is the most
recently used block in L2. This position of A in L2 shows how data cache behavior
affects the behavior of instruction blocks in a unified L2 cache. Since most L2 caches
are unified, simultaneously analyzing both instruction and data behavior is necessary.
Write-back . To illustrate write-back, let us revisit the transition from S7 to S8 of the
hit analysis in Figure 2 where potentially dirty blocks are evicted from L1 cache. As a
result of the potential eviction, L2 is updated forcing out block y. Without considering
write-back, the analysis would report that y must hit which is not sound. Thus, it is
crucial to handle write-back properly, especially in the presence of unified cache levels
since data cache write-backs to L2 impact the instruction cache blocks in L2.
Precision . Notice the existence of block x in both potential concrete states of S7 in
Figure 2. This means that x must be somewhere in the cache, however, the hit analysis
can not guarantee this. Thus, even though the reference to x on line 8 will be a “hit”, the
analysis says “unknown” or worst case memory access. This loss of information is due
to the sound approximations of the join function. Since joins are frequent (ifs, loops,
etc), the precision of the join function is key to the overall precision of the analysis.
Cache Hierarchy Types . Since we are dealing with multi-level caches, we must con-
sider the different types of multi-level caches. There are three common types of cache
hierarchies: inclusive, exclusive, and mainly-inclusive. We now briefly define each of
these types of hierarchies and illustrate them in Figure 3.
– Inclusive: If Lx and Lx+1 are inclusive, then all blocks in Lx must be contained
in Lx+1. Informally, we can think of this as Lx ⊂ Lx+1. Inclusive caches are
beneficial for shared caches since consistency is easy to maintain [16]. Inclusive
policies are generally favored for caches shared among multiple cores (such as the
L3 in the Intel Core i7) since consistency is more easily maintained.
– Exclusive: If Lx and Ly are exclusive, then they contain no common references.
Informally, Lx ∩ Ly = φ. Exclusive caches generally perform better with small
caches since they increase the amount of memory that can be held in cache [32]. It
has been shown that as cache size decreases, exclusive policies generally perform
best [32]. This is likely due to the fact that exclusive caches effectively increase the
amount of data that can be held in a cache.
– Mainly-inclusive:Mainly-inclusive caches are similar to inclusive caches. The dif-
ference is that blocks are evicted based on the current level only. Thus if a block is
in Lx it doesn’t mean that it is in Lx+1 (if these two levels are mainly-inclusive).
Thus, since the exclusive policy is good for small caches, if we have many cores with
small caches, it may be worthwhile to consider exclusive on-chip caches for each pro-
cessor. Further, since inclusive caches are good for shared caches and cache consistency,
it may be desireable to add larger inclusive caches shared by many cores.
Fig. 3. Example of each type of hierarchy policy.
Previous work [15] developed a technique to analyze multi-level mainly-inclusive
caches based on the original single level technique [3]. Since this technique is designed
for mainly-inclusive instruction caches, it is unable to soundly analyze a variety of
cache hierarchies that exist in practice such as those in the Intel Core i7 [17] and the
AMD Phenom II [2] which contain inclusive and exclusive policies respectively.
3 Multi-level cache analysis with live caches
Our analysis is an abstract interpretation [10] for the domain of multi-level caches. Like
previous work [3,14,15], the goal is to determine which memory references will be hits
and which will be misses. Unlike previous work, we analyze both instruction and data
caches and use live caches to improve precision and handle write-back.
Fig. 4. x receives a better age in Live Cache than L2 Fig. 5. x hits live cache
3.1 Adding Live Caches to the hierarchy
A live cache captures information accross cache levels. Figures 4 and 5 show states S6
and S7 from Figure 2 extended with live caches. The live cache corresponding to L1
data cache and L2 is denoted as C¯1↔2. In Figure 4, block x is in the second last position
in the L1 data cache of S5 and in the second last position in the L2 cache of S3. Thus, in
the resulting state, S6, x takes the second to last position (worst case) in the live cache
C¯1↔2.
To maintain soundness, a live cache is updated whenever either of its corresponding
levels, more specifically sets, is updated. For example, recall that the transition from
S6 to S7 in Figure 2 involved an update of both L1 instruction cache and L2 cache.
Thus, the corresponding live cache C¯1↔2 must also be updated. Figure 5 illustrates this
update. Here block x is moved to the last position in C¯1↔2.
Size of live caches The size of the live cache is equal to the larger of the two caches
(because of the way write-back is handled). For example, in Figure ??, C¯1↔2 has four
lines which is the size of L2. Since most processors have set associative caches, we
need to consider how live caches work with sets.
Number of live caches Recall from our previous example that we used a live cache to
capture a block in two different cache levels. Thus, for any block that can fit into either
cache, we need to be able to capture this relationship. Therefore, for any two cache sets
in Lx and Ly that may possibly share the same memory reference, we need a corre-
sponding set in the live cache C¯x↔y . In total, we havemax(num_setsx, num_setsy) sets
in C¯x↔y where num_setsx represents the number of sets in Lx cache. This is because in
practice we always have that if two sets may contain common references, then one set
is a subset of the other.
Fig. 6. Live cache size
In Figure 6, L1 has two sets of
two blocks each and L2 has four
sets of four blocks each. Suppose
there are 16 blocks of memory as
viewed from these cache levels. The blocks that can fit in each set are specified above
the set in the figure. For example, suppose block 2 is in the live cache C¯1↔2. Block 2
can exist in the first set of L1 (S1,1) and the first set of L2 (S2,1). This block, 2, must
be in the set in C¯1↔2 that corresponds to these two sets, the first set in C¯1↔2 which is
denoted S¯1,1↔2,1. Then, whenever either S1,1 or S2,1 is updated, S¯1,1↔2,1 is updated.
Since we have a live cache for each pair of cache levels, we have
(N
2
)
live caches
where N is the number of cache levels. To handle write-back (and exclusive caches),
we have an additional live cache for each cache level. In practice, the number of cache
levels in a hierarchies is small (typically 2 or 3 levels). Thus, the space needed for live
caches is small.
3.2 Benefits of Live caches
Improved precision . Recall in the example from Figure 2 that when reading x on line
8, the hit analysis could not guarantee a hit even though x is in either concrete state in
S7. Now, consider the read to x again but using the state S7 augmented with live caches
from Figure 4. Since x is in the live cache C¯1↔2, we know that in the worst case, x will
hit L2. Thus, by adding live caches an unknown, or worst case memory access, has been
classified as a worst case L2 hit. For this example, we see that introducing live caches
results in an access being classified as a hit of some cache level rather than a worst case
memory access. Thus, live caches improve the overall precision of the analysis.
Write-back . As mentioned previously, write-back introduces new behavior that must
be modeled. Thus, our analysis models this behavior. Figure 2 shows how write-back
is handled without live caches, however, live caches also play a role in giving more
accurate knowledge of cache states. Consider the join for S6 where L2 location for y
is determined purely on the references in L2. Since y is dirty in S3, we know it will
be written back to L2 upon eviction. Thus, we can take the location of y in L2 from
S5 which gives an equal or better location than the typical join. The result is that the
analysis will report an L2 hit as an upper bound. An L2 hit is a sound approximation,
however, the access may also be an L1 hit in the case of S3. Thus, we use live caches to
more accurately classify this block as illustrated in Figure 7. In this example, we have
that y exists in the live cache corresponding to L2, C¯2↔2 (unlike previous live caches
for to two levels). The resulting state is more accurate since blocks in L2 must be in L2
and blocks in C¯2↔2 are in L2 in the worst case. Since the live cache only corresponds
to L2, it is only updated whenever L2 is updated. Thus y exists in C¯2↔2 for the same
Fig. 7. Live cache join with write-back.
period as it would in L2 in the hit analysis.
Hierarchy . As discussed previously, it is essential for a sound analysis to model both
instruction and data caches due to their impact on each other in unified cache levels.
Thus, our analysis simultaneously analyzed both instruction and data caches. Further-
more, the hierarchy as a whole contains more information than the individual levels
do in isolation. Therefore, our analysis introduces live caches which capture additional
information available in the hierarchy as shown in Figure 4.
Cache Hierarchy Types . We now define the theory of our multi-level cache analysis.
As is usual for an abstract interpretation based analysis [3], we first define theconcrete
behavior of different types of cache hierarchies (Section 4). Then (Section 5) we define
the abstraction of the concrete behavior for multi-level caches and the formalism behind
live caches.
4 Concrete Cache Semantics
In this section, we define the concrete semantics for caches. Here, we focus on mainly-
inclusive caches, a common multi-level cache policy (Pentium II, III, 4, etc). If Lx
and Lx+1 are mainly-inclusive, this means that most blocks in Lx are also in Lx+1.
Mainly-inclusive cache levels use their own local policy to determine loads and evicts
from cache. When evicting a block, next block according to the policy (LRU) is chosen
and the next cache level is notified if the block is dirty. The advantage with mainly-
inclusive caches is that they are easy to implement since each layer operates almost
independently. An example state of a mainly-inclusive cache is shown on the right side
of Figure 3. It is important to note that this is not the way things physically happen in
the cache but is the observable behavior which suffices for the model. The observable
behavior refers to the LRU order and when blocks are evicted from the various cache
levels.
4.1 Notation
Figure 8 shows our notation for concrete semantics. It is inspired from Ferdinand and
Wilhelm [12], but extends it to multi-level caches.
nx: The number of blocks that fit into the Lx cache at one time. nx = capacityx/line sizex.
Ax: Associativity of the Lx cache (Ax-way set associative). For direct mapped caches,Ax = 1
and for fully associative, Ax = nx.
H: H = 〈C1, · · · , CN 〉, whereN is the number of cache levels. State of the cache hierarchy.
Cx: Cx = (S1,x, · · · , Snx/Ax,x) The xth level of cache (L1, L2, etc) and consists of nx/Ax
cache line sets (or block sets).
Si,x: Si,x = 〈li1,x, · · · , liAx,x〉 Represents an associative cache set. Sequence of cache lines,
ordering defines the LRU order where the last line is the least recently used. Si,x(lij,x) is a
look-up of the block in the jth line in the ith cache set of the Lx cache.
lij,x: The j
th cache line in the ith associative set in the Lx cache (contains one memory block).
Mx: Set of blocks {m1,x, · · · ,mM/line sizex,x}, whereM is the capacity of memory.Mx mod-
els the memory as viewed from the Lx cache. The line size changes this view of memory.
mi,x: The ith memory block as viewed from the Lx cache (as large as the line size of Lx cache).
I: empty block indicates that no value exists in cache yet.
M ′x: M ′x = Mx ∪ {I}memory with the empty block.
adrx: adrx : Mx → N function mapping memory blocks (as viewed from Lx cache) to their
start address and is defined as adrx(mi,x) = n where n = bi(line sizex)c.
setx: setx : Mx → Cx maps blocks to cache sets. setx(mi,x) = Sj,x, where j = adrx(mi,x)
mod (nx/Ax) + 1.
blkx: blkx : N→Mx maps addresses to blocks. blkx(n) = mi,x where i = dn/line sizexe.
δ: δ : Cx × Si,x → {true, false} True if the input block is dirty.
Ex: set of caches exclusive with the Lx cache (Cx).
∈′: Used for cache levels with different line sizes. e.g.:mi,x∈′mi′,x+1 means that all ofmi,x
is inmi′,x+1 Formally,mi,x∈′mj,y ⇔ adry(mj,y)≤adrx(mi,x)≤adry(mj+1,y), x<y
rem: rem : Cx ×Mx → Cx Used to remove a block from a cache set. Suppose Si,x(lik,x) →
mj,x. Then, S′i,x 7→ rem(Si,x,mj,x)⇒ S′i,x(lik,x)→ I .
Fig. 8. Notation for Concrete Semantics
4.2 Concrete Semantics of Reads for a Cache Level
Single-level update . Since we are modeling the LRU replacement policy, we define
how memory reads and writes effect the LRU order. Our update function
(U : H×Mx → H) for handling individual cache sets is borrowed from previous
work [12]. It takes a cache level and a block and returns the updated cache as follows.
given in Equation 1. The first case updates the LRU order when the block is already in
Equation 1 Single set update function [12]
U(Cx,mj,x) =
8>>><>>>:
li1,x 7→ mj,x,
lik,x 7→ Si,x(lik−1,x)|k ∈ {2, · · ·, h},
lik,x 7→ Si,x(lik,x)|k ∈ {h+1, · · ·, Ax}
if ∃h, i :
Si,x(l
i
h,x) = mj,x
li1,x 7→ mj,x,
lik,x 7→ Si,x(lik−1,x)|k ∈ {2, · · ·, Ax}
otherwise
setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
the cache level. The second case adds the block to the cache level and updates the LRU
order .
We now define our multi-level updates for each policy in terms of this set update
function. For simplicity, reads and writes both use the same update function. The only
difference is that a write will mark the block as dirty in the first level cache.
Mainly Inclusive A technique based on mainly-inclusive caches can rely heavily on
previous work since the replacement policies for each level are independent [31]. Such
a technique was defined in previous work for instruction caches [15]. Nevertheless,
we re-define the semantics to include multiple levels and write-backs in order to make
handling combinations with multiple types (inclusive/exclusive) of caches easier and to
incorporate our novel techniques for improved accuracy.
We now define the update function, Rmainlyx : H ×M ′x → H which takes a cache
level and a memory block and returns the updated cache level. For simplicity, reads and
writes both use the same update function. The only difference is that a write will mark
the block as dirty in the first level cache. This function is defined in Equation 2. In the
first case, the block is in the cache set, so LRU order of the set is updated. In the second
case, the block is not in the cache set and the evicted block is clean. A read is issued to
the next cache level (Lx+1). Then, LRU order of the current set in Lx is updated. In the
final case, the block is not in the cache set and the evicted block is dirty. LRU order of
the next cache level (Lx+1) is updated for the dirty block which is marked as dirty (via
WS,y defined in Section 4.3). Then, a read of the new block is issued to the next level
of cache (Lx+1). Finally, the LRU order for the current level (Lx) is updated.
Inclusive Suppose Lx and Lx+1 are inclusive. This means that Lx+1 that must contain
all memory references in Lx. For example, if we are dealing with an inclusive L2 cache,
then we can think of L1 ⊆ L2. That is, x ∈′ L1 ⇒ x ∈′ L2. An example of two
Equation 2Mainly inclusive concrete update function
Rmainlyx (mj,x)=
8>>>>><>>>>>:
U(Cx,mj,x) if ∃i, h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x
Cy 7→R?y(mj′,y)
U(Cx,mj,x)
y=x+1, if setx(mj,x)→Si,x, @h :
Si,x(l
i
h,x) = mj,x ∧ ¬δ(Si,x, liAx,x),mj,x∈′mj′,y
Cy 7→WS,y(Sk,y)
Cy 7→R?y(mj′,y)
U(Cx,mj,x)
y=x+1, if setx(mj,x)→Si,x, @h :
Si,x(l
i
h,x) = mj,x ∧ δ(Si,x, liAx,x),mj,x∈′mj′,y,
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x, sety(me,x)→ Sk,y
inclusive levels is shown in the left of Figure 3. If a block is evicted from L1 we need
not notify L2 unless it is dirty. However, if L2 evicts a block, all blocks in L1 that are
subsets of the block must also be evicted from L1. This can be multiple blocks if the
line size of L1 is smaller than the line size of L2. This problem is due to the fact that
in typical inclusive caches, the L1 cache is not considered when evicting blocks from
the L2 cache [26]. Inclusive caches are beneficial for shared caches since maintaining
consistency is easy [16].
Given its similarity to the mainly-inclusive policy, our semantics are similar with a
few exceptions. Anytime a block is evicted, we must look at lower inclusive levels to
see if we must evict anything. Also, upon such an eviction, we must look at the state of
the blocks (dirty/clean) to see if higher levels need to be notified.
We now formally define the read function for inclusive cache levels. Rinclx : H ×
M ′x → H which takes a cache level and a reference to a memory block and returns the
updates cache level. This function is formally defined in Equation 3. 1) The first case
is when the block is already in the cache set. In this case, we simply update the LRU
order of the current cache level. 2) The second case is when the block is not already in
the current cache level and the block being evicted is clean and not in a lower cache.
In this case, we update the LRU order of the current cache and issue a read to the next
cache level for the same block. 3) The third case is when the block is not already in
the current cache level and the block being evicted is clean, but is in a lower cache. In
this case, we update the LRU order of the current cache and issue a read to the next
cache level for the same block. Then, for all sub-blocks of the evicted block in lower
inclusive levels, we remove these blocks. 4) The fourth case is when the block is not
already in the current cache level and the block being evicted is dirty and not in a lower
cache. In this case, we update the LRU order of the current cache and issue a read to the
next cache level for the same block. We also mark the evicted block as dirty in the next
cache level. 5) The final case is when the block is not already in the current cache level
and the block being evicted is dirty (either in this cache or a lower cache) and exists in
a lower cache. In this case, we update the LRU order of the current cache and issue a
read to the next cache level for the same block. We also mark the evicted block as dirty
in the next cache level. Then, for all sub-blocks of the evicted block in lower inclusive
levels, we remove these blocks.
We now prove that the inclusive nature of the cache is preserved with this update
function.
Equation 3 Inclusive concrete update function
Rinclx (mj,x) =8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
U(Cx,mj,x) if ∃i,h : Si,x(lih,x)=mj,x
Cx+1 7→ R?x+1(mj′,x+1)
U(Cx,mj,x)
if setx(mj,x)→ Si,xmj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x ∧ ¬δ(Si,x, liAx,x)
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x
@Si′,x−z, li
′
k,x−z : Si′,x−z(l
i′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x
Cx+1 7→ R?x+1(mj′,x+1))
U(Cx,mj,x)
∀Si′,x−z, li′k,x−z : Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x,
rem(Si′,x−z, Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z))
if setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x ∧ ¬δ(Si,x, liAx,x)
mj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x
∃Si′,x−z, li′k,x−z : Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x
∧¬δ(Si′,x−z, li′k,x−z)
Cx+1 7→ WC,x+1(me′,x+1)
Cx+1 7→ R?x+1(mj′,x+1)
U(Cx,mj,x)
if setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x ∧ δ(Si,x, liAx,x)
mj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x,me,x ∈′ me′,x+1
@Si′,x−z, li
′
k,x−z : Si′,x−z(l
i′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x
Cx+1 7→ WC,x+1(me′,x+1)
Cx+1 7→ R?x+1(mj′,x+1))
U(Cx,mj,x)
∀Si′,x−z, li′k,x−z : Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x,
rem(Si′,x−z, Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z))
if setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x,mj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x,me,x ∈′ me′,x+1
∃Si′,x−z, li′k,x−z : Si′,x−z(li
′
k,x−z) ∈′ me,x
∧(δ(Si,x, liAx,x) ∨ δ(Si′,x−z, li
′
k,x−z))
Theorem: If Cx ⊆ Cy , Cx, Cy ∈ H , and Cx, Cy are inclusive, then C ′x ⊆ C ′y where
C ′x, C
′
y ∈ H ′ such thatR(H,mj,1)→ H ′.
Proof: We can safely ignore cases which do not result in accesses to Cx since these
cases to not change the contents of Cx and Cy . Thus, we show that for each case in
the update function for Cx that in the resulting cache hierarchy, Cx and Cy are still
inclusive. That is, ifmk,x ∈ Cx thenmk,x ∈′ Cy .
– Case 1: Trivial since the cache contents do not change.
– Case 2: WTSmj,x ∈ C ′y .
We have that mj,x ∈′ mj′,y . We also have that R(Cy,mj′,y) → C ′y . Clearly this
read ensures thatmj′,y ∈ C ′y ⇒ mj,x ∈′ C ′y .
WTSme,x /∈′ C ′x−z ∈ Ex.
Trivial since this is not possible.
– Case 3: WTSmj,x ∈ C ′y . See Case 2.
WTSme,x /∈′ C ′x−z ∈ Ex.
Trivial since we remove all such blocks.
– Case 4: Same as Case 2. Write doesn’t effect higher caches.
– Case 5: Same as Case 3. Write doesn’t effect higher caches.
Therefore we have shown that our concrete semantics are correct in that the inclu-
sive properties of the cache levels are preserved.
Exclusive When we refer to exclusive cache levels, we mean cache levels that must
not contain any common memory references [18]. An example of an exclusive cache is
shown in the middle of Figure 3. Suppose the set of cachesEi = {Ci, Ci+1, · · · , Ci+n}
are exclusive. Then, ∀Cj , Ck ∈ Ei s.t. j 6= k, we have Cj ∩ Ck = φ where Cj refers
to the set of memory blocks held in cache level j. Thus, when we load a block into Lx
from Lx+1, we must remove the block from Lx+1. All exclusive levels must have the
same line size. For small caches, exclusive caches perform better [31].
We now consider some examples of exclusive cache behavior. First, consider a sim-
ple example where each cache level has the same number of sets (ni/Ai = nj/Aj ∀Ci, Cj ∈
E s.t. i 6= j). In this case, we can think of the exclusive hierarchy as a single “virtual”
cache (where the lower cache levels are more recently used in the LRU order). The
update function then simply looks at this virtual cache and uses the standard update
function (U). An example of this is shown in Figure 9.
Fig. 9. Exclusive cache view: The left side shows a more realistic representation whereas the right
side shows a more virtual representation.
If the different exclusive levels have different numbers of sets, updating becomes
more tricky. In the example in Figure 10, we have that the block being read into L1
Fig. 10. Exclusive update where swap of evicted and read block is not possible. Addresses above
sets represent the range of possible addresses. Addresses inside lines represent the current block.
and the block being evicted from L1 can not exist in the same set in L2. Thus, we may
not simply perform a swap or consider these caches as a large virtual cache. Informally,
we can think of a read ofmr to exclusive cache Lx as follows. Ifmr exists in a higher
level of exclusive cache, say Lx+ k, removemr from Lx+ k and replace it with I , the
empty block. Then, load mr into Lx. Then, issue a read in Lx+1 for the block evicted
from Lx. Continue in this fashion, moving each evicted block to the next cache level
until Lx+ k is reached.
We now formally define the read function for exclusive cache levels. Rexclx : H ×
M ′x → H which takes a cache level and a reference to a memory block and returns
the updated cache level. The formal definition is given in Equation 4. It is important
to note that since all cache levels which are exclusive with one other have the same
line size, we have that mj,x = mj,x+k where Cx, Cx+k ∈ Ex. 1) The first case is
Equation 4 Exclusive concrete update function
Rexclx (mj,x) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
U(Cx,mj,x) if ∃i, h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x
rem(Sn,x+k,mj,x)
U excl(Cx,mj,x)
if setx(mj,x)→ Si,x, @h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x
∃h, n, k : Cx+k ∈ Ex, Sn,x+k(lnh,x+k) = mj,x
U excl(Cx,mj,x)
R?x+z(mj′,x+z)
if Cx+1 ∈ Ex, setx(mj,x)→ Si,x,
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x, @h, n, k : Cx+k ∈ Ex,
Sn,x+k(l
n
h,x+k)=mj,x,
∃z : Cx+z /∈Ex, Cx+z−1 ∈ Ex, mj,z ∈′ mj′,x+z
U(Cx,mj,x)
R?x+1(mj′,x+1)
if Cx+1 /∈ Ex, setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x,
mj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1, ¬δ(Si,x(liAx,x))
U(Cx,mj,x)
WS,x+1(Si,x(liAx,x))
R?x+1(mj′,x+1)
if Cx+1 /∈ Ex, setx(mj,x) 7→ Si,x
@h : Si,x(lih,x) = mj,x
mj,x ∈′ mj′,x+1, δ(Si,x(liAx,x))
when a block is already in the cache set. In this case, we only update the LRU order
of the current cache level. 2) The second case is when the block is in a higher level of
exclusive cache (Lx+k). In this case, we must first remove the block from the higher
level of cache (Lx+k). Then, each level between the current level and the higher level
(Lx and Lx+k resp.) must evict the LRU block to the next highest level. Finally, the
read block is added to the current level (Lx) and the LRU order is updated. 3) The third
case is when the block is not in a higher level of exclusive cache. In this case, we issue
a read to the next highest level of cache that is not in the exclusive set (if all levels are
exclusive then this is main memory). Then, the block is read into the current level (Lx)
and the LRU order is updated. Finally, the evicted blocks of each higher exclusive level
are read into the next cache level recursively. 4) The fourth case is when the next cache
level is not an exclusive cache and the evicted block is clean. First, we issue a read to
the block for next level of cache. Then, the LRU order of the current level is updated.
5) The final case is when the next cache level is not an exclusive cache and the evicted
block is dirty. First, we write the evicted block as dirty to the next level of cache. Then,
we issue a read to the block for next level of cache. Finally, the LRU order of the current
level is updated.
This function relies on another function, U excl for recursively updating the LRU
order of the exclusive cache levels. Formally, U excl : H ×M ′ → H and is defined in
Equation 5.
Equation 5 Exclusive recursive update function
U excl(Cx,mj,x) =
8>>><>>>:
U(Cx,mj,x)
U excl(Cx+1,me,x)
if Cx+1 ∈ Ex
setx(mj,x)→ Si,x
Si,x(l
i
Ax,x)→ me,x
U(Cx,mj,x) otherwise (Cx+1 /∈ Ex)
We now prove that the exclusive nature of the cache levels is preserved with this
update function.
Theorem x: Suppose H contains a set of exclusive caches, E, which is correct. Also,
suppose @z s.t.mj,x ∈′ Cz ∈ E. Then U excl(Cx,mj,x)→ H ′ where H ′ is correct.
Proof: Suppose we have H s.t. ∀x, y : Cx, Cy ∈ E ⊆ H,Cx ∩ Cy = φ. Then,
U excl(Cx,mj,x)→ H ′
– Case 1: Since mj,x /∈ Cx, we evict a block, me,x to Cx+1. Since H was correct
andme,x ∈′ Cx, After U(Cx,mj,x),me,x /∈ C ′x. Thus, ∀z s.t. Cz ∈ E,me,x /∈ C ′z
– Case 2: We can safely add mj,x since it is not in any other exclusive levels. This
means we will evict a block, me,x which is acceptable since it will not effect any
other levels of exclusive cache and removing a block can not break exclusiveness.
Theorem y: Suppose E is a set of exclusive caches. So, ∀Cx, Cy ∈ E ⊆ H , we have
that Cx∩Cy = φ. Then,R(H,mj,x)→ H ′ where ∀Cy ∈ E, x ≤ y and ∀Cx, Cy ∈ E,
we have that C ′x ∩ C ′y = φ, where C ′x, C ′y ∈ H ′
Proof: Suppose we have a read, R(H,mj,x) → H ′. We are to show (WTS) that C ′x ∩
C ′y = φ : C
′
x, C
′
y ∈ E ⊆ H ′. We show that for each case (each case in the update
function) that in the resulting cache hierarchy, the exclusive sets are still exclusive.
– Case 1: Trivial since the cache contents do not change.
– Case 2: Since H was exclusive and mj,x ∈′ Cx+k, then rem(Sn,x+k,mj,x) ⇒
∀Cy ∈ E,mj,x /∈′ Cy . Thus, by Therem x, H ′ is correct. Note that we can safely
assume thatmj,x is not in a lower level of exclusive cache since this function would
never be called if this were the case.
– Case 3: We have that ∀Cy ∈ E,mj,x /∈′ Cy . Since Cx+z /∈ E, we can ignore the
read to it. Thus, by Therem x, H ′ is correct.
– Case 4: WTSmj,x /∈ C ′y ∈ E,∀y 6= x.
Suppose mj,x ∈ C ′x−z ∈ E. Then, Rexclx−z would have taken Case 1. Thus, this is
a contradiction to being in this Case. Therefore, mj,x /∈ Cx−z ∈ E Since the next
level is not exclusive with the current level, we can safely evict the LRU block.
– Case 5: Same as Case 4 except write to non-exclusive cache.
4.3 Concrete Semantics of Writes for a Cache Set
Since actual values are not relevant for cache analysis, the only difference between
reads and writes is that writes mark the block as dirty. We use this fact to simplify
definition of write. The semantics of write uses the read semantics to update the LRU
order to move the written block to the first location and marks this block as dirty as
shown below. WS,x is formally defined in Equation 6.
Equation 6 Cache set write function
WS,x(Si,x) = Si,x ⊕ δ(li1,x) 7→ true
4.4 Reads/Writes
Now, we define reads and writes for entire cache hierarchies. In a cache hierarchy, cache
levels may have different policies (inclusive, exclusive, or mainly-inclusive). Thus, we
define our semantics to handle cases in which a variety of policies may be used for
different cache levels.
First, we define a read to an address as R : N × P(H) → P(H) which takes the
address being read and a cache hierarchy in Equation 7. This function first determines
Equation 7 Cache read function
R(n,H) =
8<:
blk1(n)→ mi,1
set1(mi,1)→ Sj,1
R1(Sj,1,mi,1)
the block containing the address in the L1 cache. Then, it finds the set which holds the
block in the L1 cache. Finally, a read is issued to this set.
Next, we define a write to an address asW : N × P(H) → P(H) which takes the
address being written to and a cache hierarchy in Equation 8. Since writes are accesses,
this function first updates the LRU order via the read function for L1 cache. Then, the
function determines the block containing the address in the L1 cache. Next, it finds the
set which holds the block in the L1 cache. Finally, the first block in the set is marked as
dirty.
5 Abstract Cache Semantics
This section discusses our abstract semantics including notations, join and update func-
tions, and hit/miss analysis.
Equation 8 Cache write function
W(n,H) =
8><>:
R(n,H)
blk1(n)→ mi,1
set1(mi,1)→ Sj,1
WS,1(Sj,1)
5.1 Notation
The notations used to define and update abstract states is similar to the notations used
for concrete states. For example, we use Cx to refer to the abstract Lx cache whereasCx
was used to refer to the concrete Lx cache. We use similar notation for other syntax.
Single block to Set . Since run-time path is unknown, lines may hold more than one
value (illustrated in Figure 2). Therefore, the look-up becomes S(lij,x) : S → P(M ′)
which simply means that a look-up returns a set of blocks rather than a single block.
Live cache notation . The notation C¯x↔y denotes a live cache corresponding to Lx and
Ly caches. Recall that with each live cache set, we have two corresponding sets one
in Lx and one in Ly cache. Suppose we have a set in live cache corresponding to sets
Si,x ∈ Cx and Sk,y ∈ Cy. Then, to refer to this set in the live cache C¯x↔y , we use
S¯x,i↔y,k ∈ C¯x↔y . As mentioned previously, this set (S¯x,i↔y,k) is updated whenever
either corresponding set is updated (Si,x or Sk,y).
Write-back . The function δ needs to be updated to account for two things. First, cache
lines hold sets in the abstract semantics. Second, for soundness, we need to know if a
blockmay be dirty (′′ in Figure 2), for precision, we like to know if a blockmust be dirty
(′ in Figure 2). First, δ : M × S → {true, false} takes a block and a cache line and
returns true if any only if that block must be dirty. Second, δ¯ : M ×S → {true, false}
is the same as δ except it returns false if an only if the block can not be dirty.
Hierarchy . We define the abstract hierarchy state H by extending the concrete hier-
archy state, H , to include V = {C¯1↔1, C¯1↔2, · · · , C¯N↔N }, the set containing all live
caches. Formally,H = {C1, · · · , CN , C¯1↔1, C¯1↔2, · · · , C¯N↔N }.
5.2 Hit/Miss Analysis
As shown in Section 2, our approach consists of two parts, a hit (must) and miss (may)
analysis [3,15]. For each memory access, the hit analysis reports either hit or unsure (for
each level). Similarly, the miss analysis reports either miss or unsure. Each analysis is
sound (if the hit analysis reports a hit for an access, it will definitely be a hit). Combining
the two we determine for each access if
– the access will definitely hit in Lx,
– the access will definitely miss in Lx, or
– we do not know if the access will hit or miss in Lx.
An advantage of incorporating live caches is that we can now determine if the access in
the worst case will
– the access in worst case will hit Lx (whenmj,w∈′ C¯x↔x) or
– the access will either hit Lx or Ly, worst case it will hit Ly (whenmj,w ∈′ C¯x↔y).
This new information results in a tighter upper bound since we classify additional ac-
cesses as hits. Formal teatment of miss analysis is omitted here, but included in our
technical report [27].
Like previous work [12, 15] we differentiate between first-hit/miss and always-
hit/miss. Since many blocks will not be in cache for their first use but will be for ac-
cesses thereafter, this reduces the loss of precision introduced by compulsory (cold)
misses. For example, in Figure 2 (if running example has a loop), the first iteration of
the loop in lines 3-4 results in a miss to load the data (y). However, y is used throughout
all other iterations resulting in hits. Differentiating between first/always-hit/miss results
in 1 miss and 7 hits for the first 8 iterations instead of 8 unknowns (worst case miss).
5.3 Join function
The “join” function is used to combine states from two separate program paths. Since
we are designing a sound analysis, this must be a worst case combination. This is illus-
trated in Figure 2. Compared to join functions used by previous work [15], this defini-
tion handles live caches and data caches soundly. As a result of these new join func-
tions, we re-gain soundness for data caches as well as inclusive and exclusive caches.
We also re-define the join function to include handling live caches properly.
Mainly-inclusive The join function for our hit analysis is defined in Equation 9.
Here, Si,x ∈ Cx ∈ H and S¯x,i↔y,k ∈ C¯x↔y ∈ H. Since
∧
(H ′,H ′′) =
∧
(H ′′,H ′) we
remove extra cases without loss of generality. If a case does not appear in the definition,
it is ignored and thus does not exist in the joined cache hierarchy.
– First case is for the actual abstract caches (Cx) and is when two references exist
on the same level. In this case (like previous work [3]), we take the later position
(max(a, b)) and update the dirty (δ) and may dirty (δ¯) states of the block.
– Second case deals with write-back when a dirty reference exists in one case (H ′) but
not the other (H ′′). We must keep capture that a block in this location may be dirty
but since the block doesn’t exist in both cases, we cannot keep it in the joined state
(H). Thus, we use an empty block (I) that is marked maybe dirty δ¯(I, lxa,i).
– Third case is where the same block is in different levels in the two cases. We find the
shortest distance to eviction between the two blocks and put the block into the live
cache the same distance from eviction.
– Fourth case handles states where the block is in different levels in two states and the
lower block is dirty. In this case, we take the age of the block in the higher cache.
This is safe since the block in the lower cache will be written to the higher cache on
eviction. Thus, it will be moved to the first spot in the higher cache.
– Fifth case is when the block exists in the same level of live cache in both cases. This
is similar to the first case except we are dealing with live caches instead of abstract
caches. Like the first case, we take the later position.
Equation 9 Join function for mainly-inclusive policy (hit analysis)
mainly^
hit
(H′,H′′) = H ⇒ mj,w ∈′ Si,x(lit,x)|
8<:
t = max(a, b)
δ(mj,w, l
i
t,x) = δ
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∧ δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)
δ¯(mj,w, l
i
t,x) = δ¯
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ¯′′(mj,w, lib,x)
if ∃a, b : mj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x),
mj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lib,x) (1)
, I ∈′ Si,x(lia,x)|
δ¯(I, lia,x)
ifmj,w ∈′ Si,x(lia,x), δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x),
@b, y, k : mj,w ∈′ Sk,y(lkb,y) (2)
,mj,w ∈′ S¯x,i↔y,k(l¯i,kt,x,y)|x ≤ y,8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
t=Ax,y−min(Ax−a,Ay−b)
¬δ(mj,w, l¯i,kt,x,y),
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ¯
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ¯′′(mj,w, lkb,y)
x < y if ∃a, b : ¬δ′(mj,w, lia,x),
mj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x),
mj,w ∈′ S ′′k,y(lkb,y)
(3)
t = Ay,y − (Ay − b)
δ(mj,w, l¯
k,k
t,y,y) = δ
′′(mj,w, lkb,y),
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
k,k
t,y,y)
x = y if ∃a, b, w, p : δ′(mj,w, lpa,w)
mj,w ∈′ S ′p,w(lpa,w),
mj,w ∈′ S ′′k,y(lkb,y)
(4)
t = max(a, b)
δ(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∧δ′′(mj,w, l¯i,kb,x,y)
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ¯
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∨δ¯′′(mj,w, l¯i,kb,x,y)
if ∃a, b :
mj,w∈′S¯ ′x,i↔y,k(l¯i,ka,x,y),
mj,w∈′S¯ ′′x,i↔y,k(l¯i,kb,x,y)
(5)
t=Ax,y−min(Ax,y−a,Ax−b)
¬δ(mj,w, l¯i,kt,x,y)
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ¯
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∨δ¯′′(mj,w, lib,x)
if x < y ∃a, b :
mj,w∈′S¯ ′x,i↔y,k(l¯i,ka,x,y),
mj,w∈′S ′′i,x(lib,x),¬δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)
(6)
t = a
¬δ(mj,w, l¯i,kt,x,y)
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ¯
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∨δ¯′′(mj,w, lib,x)
if x < y ∃a, b :
mj,w∈′S¯ ′x,i↔y,k(l¯i,ka,x,y),
mj,w∈′S ′′i,x(lib,x), δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)
(7)
t=Ax,y−min(Ax,y−a,Ay−b)
δ(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∧δ′′(mj,w, lkb,y)
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,k
t,x,y) = δ¯
′(mj,w, l¯i,ka,x,y)∨δ¯′′(mj,w, lkb,y)
if ∃a, b :
mj,w∈′S¯ ′x,i↔y,k(l¯i,ka,x,y),
mj,w∈′S ′′i,y(lkb,y)
(8)
– Sixth case is when a block exists in live cache in one state and an abstract cache in the
other. The block in the abstract cache is also clean. This case is similar to the third,
in that we find the block closest to eviction. We give the block in the joined state the
same proximity to being evicted in the live cache.
– Seventh case is the same as the previous except that the block in live cache is dirty.
In this case (since the dirty block is in a lower level), like the fourth case, take the
position of the block in the higher level. The higher level is the live cache since the
block is in the lower of the two levels that the live cache corresponds to.
– Eighth case is like the previous case except the dirty block is now in the higher of the
two levels of which the live cache corresponds to. Like the sixth case, take the worst
case position between these two blocks and place it in the live cache.
Soundness . We now prove the soundness of the join function. To do so (for our hit
analysis), we must show that any block in either input state is safely approximated in
the output state. This means that for any sequence of reads and writes that the block in
the output state is evicted no later than the block in either input state.
Theorem 1: SupposeH’ andH” are sound approximations ofH ′ andH ′′ respectively
(their concrete states). Then
∧
(H′,H′′) = H whereH is a sound approximation ofH .
Proof: We show for each case, the placement that the join function gives the block
in the resulting state H. We then show how this placement is a safe approximation of
either case (H′ andH′′).
1. Supposemj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x) andmj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lib,x)
Without loss of generality (WLOG), assume a ≥ b. Then resulting block is in lia,x
(a) Suppose δ′(mj,w, lia,x)∧δ′′(mj,w, lib,x). Then, δ(mj,w, lia,x). Since a ≥ b, then
Ax − a ≤ Ax − b. Thus, in either case, mj,w is in a later or equal position of
the same level. Thus, mj,w will leave Lx at least as early as either case. Both
cases havemj,w as dirty, so resulting block is same as previous.
(b) Suppose ¬(δ′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)). Then, ¬δ(mj,w, lia,x). Since nei-
ther case has mj,w as dirty, the resulting block is the same as previous. Like
the previous case, in the resulting state,mj,w has either the same position or is
closer to being evicted than the two states. Thus, it will leave Lx no later than
either case.
(c) Suppose exactly one version is dirty. WLOG δ′(mj,w, lia,x)∧¬δ′′(mj,w, lia,x).
Then, ¬δ(mj,w, lia,x) ∧ δ¯(mj,w, lia,x). Like previous cases,mj,w has either the
same position or is closer to being evicted than the two states. Thus, it will
leave Lx no later than either case. Upon eviction, we update the LRU order
of Lx+1 with an empty block. Thus, if δ(mj,w, lia,x), we still update the LRU
order as before. If ¬δ(mj,w, lia,x), since we have updated the order with the
empty block, our assumption is still safe. Thus, the higher level is handled
safely.
2. Suppose mj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x) and ∃k, y, b : mj,w ∈′ S ′′k,y(lkb,y). WLOG, assume
x < y.
(a) ¬(δ′(mj,w, lia,x) ∧ δ′′(mj,w, lkb,y)) ∧ ¬(δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ¯′′(mj,w, lkb,y)). Then
mj,w takes the position min(Ax − a,Ay − b) places away from being evicted
in S¯x,i↔y,k Since Ax − a ≥ min(Ax − a,Ay − b) ≤ Ay − b, in H, mj,w
has the worst case proximity to eviction. Thus after min(Ax − a,Ay − b)
accesses to either Si,x or Sk,y , mj,w is evicted from cache altogether. Thus,
it will leave S¯x,i↔y,k no later than it will leave Lx or Ly in either case. While
it is in S¯x,i↔y,k, it is classified as either a hit to Lx or Ly which is the case since
it is still in either Lx or Ly. Since neither block may be dirty, higher levels are
handled safely.
(b) δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x)∨δ¯′′(mj,w, lkb,y). This is the same as the previous case except that
mj,w may be dirty. Suppose δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x). Thus, by the second rule of the join,
I ∈ Si,x(lia,x) and δ¯(mj,w, lia,x). Thus, when it is evicted, we update the order
of Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1 with the empty block. If δ(mj,w), then we properly update
Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1. If¬δ(mj,w), then we have not assumed thatmj,w will be up-
dated in Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1, thus we are safe. The case for δ¯
′′(mj,w, lkb,y) is sim-
ilar. (This case includes δ′′(mj,w, lkb,y) since δ
′′(mj,w, lkb,y)⇒ δ¯′′(mj,w, lkb,y))
(c) δ′(mj,w, lia,x). In this case, the block in the lower level is dirty . Thus, we take
the position t = Ay,y − (Ay − b) in S¯y,k↔y,k. If H′ is the case, then this is
a safe upper bound since mj,w ∈ Si,x(lia,x) and x < y. Once mj,w is evicted
from Si,x, it is written to Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1. If x+1 < y, thenmj,w ∈ S¯x,i↔y,k
is still a safe upper bound since Lx+1 hit is better than Ly hit. If x + 1 = y,
thenmj,w ∈ S¯x,i↔y,k is still a safe upper bound sincemj,w ∈ Si,y(lk1,y)
3. Supposemj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x) and @k, b, y : mj,w /∈′ S ′′k,y(lkb,y)
(a) ¬δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x). The block does not exist in the joined state and is thus not
reported as a hit which is sound.
(b) δ′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ¯′(mj,w, lia,x). Therefore, by the second rule of the join, I ∈
Si,x(lia,x) and δ¯(mj,w, lia,x). Thus, when evicted, we update the order of Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1
with I If δ(mj,w), then we properly update Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1. If ¬δ(mj,w),
then we have not assumed thatmj,w will be updated in Ssetx+1(mj,w),x+1, thus
we are safe.
4. Supposemj,w ∈′ S¯ ′x,i↔y,k(l¯ia,x). WLOG, assume x < y.
(a) mj,w ∈′ S¯ ′′x,i↔y,i(l¯kb,y). In this case, mj,w takes the position min(Ax,y −
a,Ax,y− b) places from eviction in S¯x,i↔y,k. Since Ax,y−a ≥ min(Ax,y−
a,Ax,y−b) ≤ Ax,y−b, in H, mj,w has the worst case proximity to eviction.
Thus after min(Ax,y − a,Ax,y − b) accesses to either Si,x or Sk,y , mj,w is
evicted from cache altogether. Thus, it will leave S¯x,i↔y,k no later than it will
leave Lx or Ly in either case. While it is in S¯x,i↔y,k, it is classified as either a
hit to Lx or Ly which is the case since it is still in either Lx or Ly.
(b) mj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lxb,i) and δ′′(mj,w, lxb,i). Then, the position of mj,w in S¯x,i↔y,i
remains unchanged. In the case of H′ this is safe since H′ is safe. In the case
ofH′′, this is safe since x < y (see argument in Case 2c)
(c) mj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lxb,i) and ¬δ′′(mj,w, lxb,i). In this case, mj,w takes the position
min(Ax,y−a,Ax−b) places away from being evicted in S¯x,i↔y,k. SinceAx,y−
a≥min(Ax,y−a,Ax−b)≤Ax−b, in the resulting state,mj,w has the worst case
proximity to eviction. Thus aftermin(Ax,y−a,Ax− b) accesses to either Si,x
or Sk,y ,mj,w is evicted from cache altogether. Thus,mj,w will leave S¯x,i↔y,k
no later than it will leave Lx or Ly in either case. Whilemj,w is in S¯x,i↔y,k, it
is classified as either a hit to Lx or Ly which is the case since it is still in either
Lx or Ly. When δ¯′′(mj,w, lxb,i), this is handled by Case 3b.
(d) mj,w ∈′ S ′′k,y(lkb,y). In this case,mj,w takes the positionmin(Ax,y−a,Ay−b)
places away from being evicted in S¯x,i↔y,k. SinceAx,y−a≥min(Ax,y−a,Ay−
b)≤ Ay−b, in the resulting state,mj,w has the worst case proximity to eviction.
Thus aftermin(Ax,y−a,Ay−b) accesses to either Si,x or Sk,y ,mj,w is evicted
from cache altogether. Thus, it will leave S¯x,i↔y,k no later than it will leave Lx
or Ly in either case. While it is in S¯x,i↔y,k, it is classified as either a hit to Lx
or Ly which is the case since it is still in either Lx or Ly. When δ¯′′(mj,w, l
y
b,i),
this is handled by Case 3b.
5. Otherwise, in all other cases, the mj,w does not exist in H. Thus, it is reported as
unsure which is sound for any case.
Formally, the join function for our miss analysis is defined in Equation 10
Fig. 11. Sample mainly-inclusive cache join for miss analysis.
Equation 10 Join function for mainly-inclusive miss analysis
mainly^
miss
(H′,H′′) = H ⇒ mj,w ∈′ Si,x(lit,x)|
8>><>>:
t = min(a, b)
δ(mj,w, l
i
t,x) = δ
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)
if ∃a, b : mj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x),
mj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lib,x)
t = a,
δ(mj,w, l
i
t,x) = δ
′(mj,w, lia,x)
if ∃a : mj,w ∈′ S ′i,x(lia,x),
@b : mj,w ∈′ S ′′i,x(lib,x)
Inclusive Due to the similarity between inclusive and mainly-inclusive cache hierar-
chies, we use the same join functions for inclusive caches as we do for mainly-inclusive
caches. With inclusive caches, we know know more about high levels of cache based
on what we know about lower levels of cache. With inclusive cache levels a block in
L1 implies that it is in L2. This means that the first case (Figure ??) in which live
caches improved performance no longer exists. However, the second case (Figure ??)
still applies and thus we still use live caches for inclusive caches.
Formally, the join function for our miss analysis is defined in Equation 11. Again,
due to the similarity between inclusive and mainly-inclusive cache hierarchies, the in-
clusive join function is the same as the mainly-inclusive join function.
Equation 11 Join function for inclusive policy (miss analysis)
incl^
miss
=
mainly^
miss
Exclusive Exclusive caches present some very different behavior and must look at the
hierarchy in order to determine higher level cache behavior. Like previous join func-
tions, if a block exists in the same level in both cases, we simply take the LRU position
for this level. However, with exclusive caches, it is much more frequent for a block to
exist in two different levels in the two cases. When a block is evicted from an exclusive
cache, it is put in the first location in the next exclusive cache level. Due to this behavior,
when joining a block in two levels, we could just take the position in the higher level
cache. This would be an upper bound on access time, however, to differentiate between
cases where the block is definitely in the higher level and the case where we are not
sure which level it is in, we make use of our live caches again. Figure 12 illustrates an
example of the join function on a two level exclusive cache. We have that B which
Fig. 12. Exclusive join
exists in L1 in both cases is in L1 in the resulting case. Then, A which is in L1 in the
first case and L2 in the second case is in the live cache corresponding to L1 and L2.
Since we model the behavior in this way, we can rely heavily on the join function for
mainly-inclusive caches.
The join function for exclusive caches is formally defined in Equation 12. This new
Equation 12 Join function for exclusive policy
excl^
hit
(H′,H′′) =
mainly^
hit
unionmulti
mj,w ∈′ S¯x,i↔y,k(l¯i,kt,x,y)|x ≤ y,8<:
t = Ax,y − (Ax − b)
δ(mj,w, l¯
i,i
t,x,x) = δ
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∧ δ′′(mj,w, lib,x)
δ¯(mj,w, l¯
i,i
t,x,x) = δ¯
′(mj,w, lia,x) ∨ δ¯′′(mj,w, lib,x)
x = y, i = k,
if ∃a, b, n, z : z < x, Cx, Cz ∈ E,
mj,w ∈′ S ′n,z(lna,z), mj,w ∈′ Si,x(lib,x)
case is for when blocks exist in different levels. In the mainly inclusive case, we had
a similar rule for when the block in the lower level was dirty. For exclusive caches, as
illustrated in Figure 12, we have the same behavior even when the block is not dirty.
Thus, we can relax the precondition to not look at the dirty/clean state of the block and
only require that both levels are exclusive cache levels. In this case, the block is put in
the live cache corresponding to the higher level. We then take the position of the block
in the higher cache level.
The join function for our miss analysis is the same as the join function for mainly-
inclusive caches. The join for our miss analysis is illustrated in Figure 13 Formally, the
join function for our miss analysis is defined in Equation 13
Fig. 13. Example of exclusive cache join for miss analysis.
Equation 13 Join function for exclusive policy (miss analysis)
excl^
miss
=
mainly^
miss
5.4 Abstract Update
A major difference between the concrete and abstract semantics is that in the abstract
semantics we have that cache lines may contain sets of possible blocks. This change
requires minor changes to the notation to look for membership in the sets of blocks
rather than comparing to a single block. We also need to consider empty sets.
Fig. 14. Example simultaneous analysis.
Like previous work [15], we need to define a simultaneous hit and miss analysis
so the hit analysis may consider the miss analysis in some cases. Figure 14 shows how
performing each analysis (hit and miss) simultaneously can improve accuracy. When
performing the hit analysis (first state), suppose we have a read to memory block C but
do not know for sure that it is in the L1 cache. Since we desire a sound analysis, we
must make safe assumptions. For this analysis, we must assume that the reference was
not in the L1 cache. Thus, we must update the LRU order of the L2 cache. Suppose the
reference was in the L1 cache. If this is the case, then C would not be updated in the
LRU order of the L2 cache. Thus, we can not issue an update for L2 with C because
we can not assume that it was a miss since this would not be sound. Thus, our safe
estimate is that we have an L1 miss, update the LRU order of L2 cache but not with
C.This is shown in the third state in Figure 14. In many cases, this is an overly safe
estimation (no blocks would get loaded into higher cache levels). If we can determine
that C must miss L1, then we can update L2 with C and improve accuracy. Recall that
we have another analysis, our miss analysis. The current state for this miss analysis is
shown in the second state of Figure 14. This miss analysis tells us that C will definitely
miss L1. Thus, our hit analysis can update L2 with C. Therefore, we make use of this
miss analysis to gain accuracy. The fourth state in Figure 14 shows the resulting state
with a simultaneous analysis. Clearly this is an improvement over the isolated analysis.
Update using live caches for unknown address references . Since we are interested in
an analysis for all types of caches, we must consider the case where we do not know
which cache set a reference will belong to. For example, consider the following code:
1 i n t ∗ a = ( i n t ∗) ma l loc ( s i z e o f ( i n t ) ) ;
2 ∗a = 5 ;
In this trivial example, we allocate some memory and set the pointer a to the address
of this new memory. If we are unable to determine the actual address of this new mem-
ory statically, we can not determine which cache set it will belong to. Since previous
analysis techniques are designed for instruction caches if we use a previous analysis
techniques we lose information about a. As a result, we do not have any information
about a on the second line. However, we can see that the write to a will be a hit.
Live caches can also solve this problem. Up to now, we had live cache sets that
corresponded to two sets in different caches. We now add a live cache set (S¯x,∀↔x,∀)
for each live cache corresponding to a single level (C¯x↔x). This new set corresponds
to all live cache sets in this cache. Of course this means that references in this new set
are likely to have a short lifetime since sets are typically small and we update the set
anytime the cache level is updated. However, these sets catch cases like those illustrated
previously which occur frequently in practice.
Note that we only require one additional set per cache level. Since there are typi-
cally at most a few cache levels, we need few extra sets to catch this important case.
Furthermore, since cache sets are typically only 8 or 16 lines wide, we typically only
need in the tens of new cache lines for this extension to live caches.
Even though blocks will be evicted from live cache quickly, since we have an addi-
tional set for each cache level, these blocks will remain in higher level caches long after
they are evicted from the first level cache. This will result in previously lost memory
references being classified as worst case higher level cache hits rather memory accesses.
Update for live cache . We now define how live caches are updated. Recall that a live
cache corresponds to two separate caches. Also, live cache sets correspond to two sets,
on in each of these two caches. Thus, whenever we update a set in the Lx cache, we
must update all live cache sets that correspond to the set in Lx. This is defined in
Equation 14. Where B ⊆ M is a set of blocks to be read. The updates in this equation
are done regardless of the case for updating and the other updates done (represented
by . . . ). The restriction of y 6= x in the second set of updates ensures that live caches
corresponding to single cache levels are not updated twice.
Equation 14When live cache updates are called.
U(Si,x, B) =
8><>:
∀y, k s.t. S¯x,i↔y,k ∈ C¯x↔y,Rx,y(S¯x,i↔y,k, B)
∀y, k s.t. y 6= x ∧ S¯x,i↔y,k ∈ C¯x↔y,Rx,y(S¯y,k↔x,i, B)
Rx,x(S¯x,∀↔x,∀, B)
. . .
. . .
We define how live cache updates behave in Equation 15. This definition relies on
Equation 15 Update behavior for live caches
Rx,y(S¯x,i↔y,k, B) =8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
U(S¯x,i↔y,k, B) x < y
∀p :Bpe 6=φ ∨ ∃me,w ∈ Be : δ¯(me,w, l¯i,kAx,y,x,y)∧
setz(me,w)→Sp,z, Rz,z(S¯z,p↔z,p, Bpe )
U(S¯x,i↔y,k, B)
x = y, i = k, S¯x,i↔y,k(l¯i,kAx,y,x,y)→ Be
z=y+1, Bpe ={me,w∈Be|
δ(me,w, l¯
i,k
Ax,y,x,y
), setz(me,w)→Sp,z}
∀n : Bne 6=φ ∨ ∃me,x∈Be :
δ¯(me,w, l¯
i,k
Ax,y,x,y
)∧
setz(me,w)→Sn,z,
R?z,z(S¯z,n↔z,n, Bne )
U(S¯x,i↔x,i, B)
if Cx ∈ E, z = x+ 1,
S¯x,i↔x,i(l¯i,iAx,x,x,x)→ Be
Bne ={me,w ∈ Be|
δ(me,w, l¯
i,k
Ax,y,x,y
),
setz(me,w)→ Sn,z}
Rx,x(S¯x,∀↔x,∀, B) =8>><>>:
Rz,z(S¯z,∀↔z,∀, Bde )
U(S¯x,∀↔x,∀, B)
S¯x,∀↔x,∀(l¯∀Ax,x)→ Be
z = x+ 1, Bde = {me,w ∈ Be|δ(me,w, l¯∀Ax,x)}
Rz,z(S¯z,∀↔z,∀, Bde )
U(S¯x,∀↔x,∀, B)
if Cx ∈ E, z = x+ 1, S¯x,∀↔x,∀(l¯∀Ax,x)→ Be
Bde ={me,w ∈ Be|δ(me,w, l¯i,kAx,y,x,y)}
update function, U , similar to the update function for concrete cache sets presented in
Equation 1. In this case we instead update live cache sets. Like abstract cache states,
each line in a live cache set may contain a set of blocks.
In the first case, since x < y we just update the LRU order with the new set of blocks
B. This is because we never have blocks that are definitely dirty in a live cache con-
nected to two separate levels. In the second case, we take all blocks being evicted from
the live cache and write them back to the next level of live cache.
In practice, the number of updates can be reduced slightly while maintaining sound-
ness. For example, suppose a read misses both L1 and L2. According to our theoretical
rules, the live cache set corresponding to both the set in L1 and in L2 would be updated.
Typically, this is the same set in C¯1↔2. Thus, there is no reason to update this set twice
since both levels are updated only once (unless a block is evicted from L1 to make room
for the new block). Thus, we can simply update the corresponding set in C¯1↔2 once.
5.5 Termination of the Analysis
Here, we give an informal description of minor changes needed to ensure that the anal-
ysis terminates. Since our domain is finite, to prove that the analysis terminates, we
must show that the join function is monotonic [15]. Initially, after viewing Figure 4,
it may appear that the join function is not monotonic. However, only minor changes
are necessary to ensure this. A formal proof of termination is trivial by enumerating all
cases (since the domain is finite). An enumeration of a simple case without single level
live-caches and only 2-way associative cache levels is shown in Figure 15. Given the
length of such an enumeration for a realistic cache, we omit it and continue with the
information description.
Recall that the live caches give some knowledge about a reference in the worst case.
Thus, if a reference is in L1 for sure, we can still put it in any live cache corresponding
to L1. Thus, when you consider Figure 4, in both of the cases being joined, x was
actually in the live cache corresponding to L1 and L2 already. In S5 it was in the second
last position and in S3 it was also in the second to last position. Thus, we are actually
taking the worst case between these two and thus intuitively we can see that the join
function is monotonic.
This actually makes our rules for join slightly more simple and only slightly com-
plicates the semantics for reads. After the read each block needs to be copied to corre-
sponding live caches in same proximity to eviction. For example, consider Figure 16.
In this figure we first have some example state where A exists in both L1 and L2. Thus,
in the middle state, we can add A to the live cache for L1 and L2 in the last and second
to last position. Then, in the third state, we show how we can simply take the better of
the two cases for simplicity. This is not required, but the later block containing A will
have no effect on the analysis.
Summary . We have now defined our concrete and abstract cache semantics as well as
the semantics for live caches. We have shown several ways in which live caches improve
our analysis and shown that our analysis is sound in the presence of live caches.
6 Evaluation
We evaluate our technique in several ways. First, we compare our technique with exist-
ing techniques to determine which techniques consider various cases and architectures.
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Fig. 15. Lattice with live caches for a simple case. Cases which do not exist are impossible.
This includes proofs of various properties and counter-examples to show where pre-
vious techniques lose their soundness for common situations. Next, we give examples
where our technique improves upon the precision of previous work by leveraging more
information available in the cache hierarchy. Then, we describe cases where previous
techniques are not applicable but are analyzable via our technique.
6.1 Soundness/Unsoundness
For this evaluation, we consider previous techniques which produce sound results [3,
15,25].1 Among these, only one technique [15] considers multi-level caches. Soundness
may be necessary for a number of reasons. A sound technique will never give a false
positive. When dealing with a sound technique, we know something about its behavior.
An analysis that is not sound may behave in any way and we may not be able to trust its
output. Soundness means that if our technique reports a hit or a miss for a reference, it
is definitely a hit or a miss. This means that we will never fail to optimize code because
we thought it was acceptable. For a problem like worst case execution time, a sound
technique will never under-estimate the time taken for a memory access.
1 We do not consider techniques which focus on other problems such as thread interference,
pipelining, etc [6, 28–30] or those which limit their cache model ex: direct mapped only [20].
Fig. 16. Live cache behavior for monotone join.
Questions Description Our Hardy & Puauat Alt et al.
Sound Is the technique sound? Yes Yes Yes
Multi-level Handles caches with multiple levels Yes Yes No
Policies Which multi-level policies does it handle All Mainly-incl. No
Policy combinations Can levels have different policies? Yes No No
Multi-level writeback Handles write-backs in multi-level caches? Yes No No
Lx or Ly hit Captures references that exist in one of two levels? Yes No No
Fig. 17. Comparison
Hierarchy policy Previous work [15] developed a technique to analyze multi-level
mainly-inclusive caches based on a single level technique [3]. Since this was designed
for mainly-inclusive instruction caches, it is unable to soundly analyze cache hierarchies
that exist in practice such as those in the Intel Core i7 [17] and the AMD Phenom II [2].
Inclusive . With inclusive caches, previous work is not sound, even for analyzing the
first cache level. This is because a block being evicted from a higher level cache may
evict blocks from lower level caches [26]. This problem is due to the fact that in typi-
cal inclusive caches, lower level caches are not considered when evicting blocks from
higher level caches [26]. For example, if a block is evicted from L2 cache, all blocks
in L1 cache which are subsets of the block must also be evicted from L1. This can be
multiple blocks if the line size1 < line size2.
Theorem 2: Previous work [15] is not sound for inclusive caches.
Proof: A counter-example is given in Figure 18. In this figure, we see that the update
Fig. 18. Inclusive cache soundness counter-example.
from the previous work [15] results in A being in L1 but not in L2. Thus, the analysis
would report a hit for L1 but not L2. This is not possible for inclusive caches.
Exclusive . Due to the radical differences between exclusive caches and mainly-inclusive
caches, previous work is completely unable to analyze higher levels of exclusive caches.
The ability to analyze exclusive caches is important since they frequently exist in prac-
tice (AMD Athlon, Phenom, etc.) [2].
Theorem 3: Previous work [15] is not sound for exclusive caches.
Proof: A counter-example is given in Figure 19. In this figure, we see that the update
Fig. 19. Exclusive cache soundness counter-example.
from the previous work [15] results in C being in both L1 and L2. Thus, the analysis
would report a hit for both L1 and L2. This is not possible for exclusive caches since
the levels may contain no common references.
Therefore, in order to analyze a wider range of systems, we develop semantics for
all cache hierarchy types including exclusive and inclusive hierarchies as well as com-
binations of hierarchy types (Section 4 and Section 5). This is important since systems
with various hierarchy policies exist in practice [2, 17].
Fig. 20.Write-back soundness counter-example.
Write-back Since we are dealing with data caches, we must consider write-back. Pre-
vious work does not consider write-back [15]. When a dirty block is evicted from a
cache level, the result is written to the next level of cache (or memory). For example,
an evicted dirty block from L1 will be written to L2 and an evicted dirty block from the
highest cache level will be written back to memory. Since this write-back is an access,
it will cause the LRU order to be updated whenever a dirty block is evicted. In the pres-
ence of write-back, applying the single level join function repeatedly is not sound. For
example Figure 20 illustrates a case for the miss analysis. After the join, since we are
not considering write-back, we have the best case for each memory reference. Thus, in
the joined state, we have that B is in the last position in the L1 cache. Next, after a read
of a block the will definitely miss cache, F , we update both levels of cache which evicts
both instances of B. However, since B was dirty in one of the cases, it may have been
written back to L2 cache thus updating its order again and B might still be in L2. Thus,
if the next statement was a reference to B, the previous analysis would report a definite
miss. This is not sound since the first case in the join would result in an L2 hit.
6.2 Improved precision
To verify that live caches improve precision in practice, we compared two static analysis
approaches, one with live caches and one without. Analysis implementation was done
in our prototype tool which analyzes program binaries. Like previous work [15,25], we
used the WCET benchmarks maintained by the Mälardalen WCET research group [1].
We ran our prototype on all 32 of these benchmarks. For these benchmarks, we ob-
served the average space overhead to be 95% (max 120%) and time overhead to be
57.8%. This is primarily because we have not yet attempted to produce an optimized
implementation. A more compact representation of live caches will drastically reduce
this overhead, however, producing such implementation was not the focus of this paper.
Improvement>10%
Benchmark Improv.
adpcm 15.3%
lcdnum 13.2%
duff 11.6%
insertsort 15.6%
lms 10.8%
minver 19.7%
qurt 22.6%
sqrt 17.6%
statemate 11.3%
0%<Improvement<10%
Benchmark Improv.
bs 5.0%
crc 7.1%
compress 9.4%
expint 3.0%
fft1 0.2%
janne_complex 2.9%
jfdctint 0.8%
ludcmp 0.7%
matmult 4.3%
minmax 2.9%
ns 7.8%
0% Improvement
bsort100
cnt
cover
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fir
fdct
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nsichneu
qsort-exam
select
Fig. 21. L2 hit increase due to live caches. L1: 8kb 4-way, L2: 64kb 8-way. Left: improvement
per benchmark, Right: boxplot for those benchmarks with non-zero improvement.
To see how well our analysis would perform for a realistic system, we used a cache
configuration similar to that in the existing many-core Tile64 processor (L1: 8k, 4-way.
L2: 64k, 8-way). The improvement in precision (for L2 hits) for each benchmark is
shown in Figure 21. This data shows that introducing live caches into the analysis re-
sulted in more than a 5.7% improved L2 cache hit rate for the analysis. For benchmarks
reported in previous work [15] we observed an average improvement of 8.8% whereas
the average improvement over all benchmarks with non-zero improvement was 9.1%.
Overall, 63% of the benchmarks showed some improvement in precision. As the box-
plot shows, there is a high variability between benchmarks (standard deviation of 6.2%).
Impact of program characteristics We performed a multiple linear regression analy-
sis to determine relationships between program characteristics and precision improve-
ment. The strongest model includes the following predictors: floating point computa-
tions (y/n), if-then-else structures (count), size of the binary, joins in the binary (count),
and accuracy of analysis without live caches. These results are shown in Figure 22. Be-
sides the characteristics shown in Figure 22, we also considered others such as number
of loops, nesting of control structures, etc, but none of them were found to be strong
Fig. 22. Relative importance, Improv > 0
factors. The figure shows five predictors that were the strongest with an adjusted corre-
lation coefficient, R2, of 0.6 (std R2 = 0.73).
• Number of joins and complex branching As expected, we found these to be a large
factor. In other words, the more joins and branching, the higher the expected improve-
ment, which is encouraging because these are the cases where precision matters.
• Size Another encouraging result was to see that as the program size increased preci-
sion improvement increased. This provides us with evidence that for programs larger
than our current benchmarks, we are likely to see similar, if not better, precision.
• Floating point operations and accuracy of previous analysis It was somewhat
surprising to see these factors as strong predictors. Float programs have an average
lower miss rate for instruction and unified caches than non-float programs (although
slightly higher data cache miss rates) [7]. Thus, the previous technique should have
higher accuracy for these benchmarks. Increased hit percentage of previous analysis
implies some increase in knowledge which means greater knowledge for our analysis
as well. More information will increase the precision of our cache model.
Impact of hardware configuration Besides the many-core cache configuration pre-
sented before, we tested a variety of cache configurations to determine if target platform
has an impact on precision improvement of our analysis. We include cache configura-
tions found in processors ranging from early models with multi-level caches (Pentium
Pro) to modern processors (Core 2). Our results show several noticeable trends which
we now summarize.
First, we found a positive correlation between the size of L2 cache and performance
improvement. However, this improvement is small. For example, when quadrupling L2
size, experiments showed on average that accuracy only improved by about 0.13%. This
result is however pleasant in that it suggests that our technique is useful for large caches
as well. L1 cache sizes appear to have no significant impact on performance.
We found that associativity plays the largest role in impacting performance. Fig-
ure 23 shows average improvement for a variety of L2 associativity levels and linesizes.
We see a clear negative correlation between associativity and improvement, however,
Fig. 23. Average improvement for varying L2 associativity and linesize (L1: 32k, 4-way. L2:
256k).
even for highly associative caches, we see an improvement of nearly 4% on average.
The figure also depicts the results for varying linesize. We did not find a statistically
significant difference in average improvement for 32byte vs 64byte linesizes.
Summary . In summary, we observed the following.
– Most programs see precision improvement.
– As program complexity and size increase, precision generally increases.
– Caches from small (Pentium Pro) to large (Core 2) see precision improvement.
6.3 Overhead
Here we give a brief theoretical discussion and empirical observations of overheads
involved with live caches. Our current implementation is a nearly direct copy of the
semantics presented here and is thus not optimized. Therefore, empirically measured
overheads are likely highly inflated compared to those one could achieve in an efficient
implementation. However, our results suggest that even in this simple implementation,
scalability appears to be in line with an analysis with previous analysis.
Space As mentioned in Section 5, our approach using live caches, only requires
(N
2
)
live caches at each state plus one additional live cache for each cache level. Since the
number of cache levels is small (typically 2 or 3), the number of live caches needed
is also small (ex: 3 for a 2 level hierarchy). Each of these live caches, C¯x↔y , has
max(Ax, Ay)∗max(nx/Ax, ny/Ay) total cache lines (typically ny lines when y ≥ x).
Finally, the associativity, Ax↔y , of a live cache is equal to the higher of the levels it is
associated with, Ax↔y = max(Ax = Ay). Typically, a live cache takes the same space
as the higher associated level (|L2| = |C¯1↔2| where |Lx| represents the size of Lx).
To empirically measure the space overhead involved with adding live caches to the
cache analysis, we measured memory consumption (using Valgrind [22]) of the cache
analysis with and without live caches. We observed that on average, live caches increase
the memory consumption of the analysis by 95%. A box-plot of this data is shown
Fig. 24. Space overhead Fig. 25.Memory use without live caches vs memory overhead
in Figure 24. This figure shows that overhead was fairly predictable being between
roughly 85%-105% most of the time. A more compact representation of live caches
will drastically reduce this overhead. For example, in the current implementation rather
than having cache sets contain references to blocks. Currently, the blocks are duplicated
for each level they are in. As a result, blocks in live caches are duplicates of blocks in
standard cache levels. Nevertheless, the median memory consumption of the analysis
was only 10.6MB with an inner quartile range of 6.9MB-16.1MB (std. dev. 85.4, min
4.4MB, max 429.7MB).
We found strong positive logarithmic correlations between space overhead and the
following variables: number of static joins (counted joins in the code), accesses to L2
cache, and memory consumption of the analysis without live caches (illustrated in Fig-
ure 25). This means that, for example, programs with more joins have higher overhead
but it appears to level off at some point (around 120% overhead). These logarithmic
correlations are important since they suggest that our approach will scale as well as the
analysis without live caches.
Time Overhead . To empirically measure the time overhead involved with adding live
caches to the cache analysis, we measured the runtime of the cache analysis both with
and without live caches. This does not include the time taken to determine which ad-
dresses each instruction accesses or other analysis (ex: control flow analysis). It only
includes the time taken for the actual modeling of the cache behavior. For the WCET
benchmarks, we observed that enabling live caches resulted in an average of 57.8% in-
creased execution time for the analysis. A box-plot of the data is shown in Figure 26.
This shows that most benchmarks had a fairly predictable overhead between roughly
45% and 70%. There were a couple of outliers wither higher overhead, but they were
not terribly high (roughly doubled the analysis time). On average, the cache analysis
took approximately 14 seconds with a median of only approximately 3 seconds.
The most interesting correlation observed was a strong positive linear correlation
(R2 = 0.94) between static joins (joins in the code) and run-time with live caches. This
data is illustrated in Figure 27. This correlation is somewhat intuitive, but is interesting
Fig. 26. Time overhead Fig. 27. Joins in the source code (log scale) vs analysis run-time
in that it allows us to reasonable estimate the run-time of the analysis by simply looking
at the program.
When varying configurations, we found that analysis run-time had a positive linear
correlation with both cache sizes and associativity (as expected). It is important to note
that these sizes did not significantly impact the overheads.
7 Related Work
Existing work on cache behavior analysis can be divided into two categories: those that
focus on instruction caches [3, 6, 15, 20, 29, 30] and those that focus on data caches [8,
23, 25, 28]. In contrast, our technique works for both instruction and data caches.
Most similar among instruction cache techniques is that of Hardy and Puaut [15]
which makes use of abstract interpretation to address multi-level instruction caches.
However, as mentioned previously, this technique is only for mainly-inclusive instruc-
tion caches. We address all types of multi-level caches as well as data caches. This
includes handling complications caused by write-back and other multi-level cache poli-
cies. We have also developed live caches which improve upon the accuracy of this
previous technique by capturing memory references that exist in different cache levels.
Another technique was proposed by Sen and Srikant [25] which uses abstract inter-
pretation to predict data cache behavior. They make use of previous work to track ad-
dresses [4]. This work does not consider multi-level data caches and thus does not han-
dle write-back. Our work considers multi-level caches and write-back for data caches.
The original technique for predicting cache behavior using abstract interpretation
was proposed by Alt et al. [3]. Like the work by Hardy and Puaut [15], we make use of
the ideas presented in this paper to form the basis of our analysis. Our analysis extends
this work by handling multi-level caches and write-back for these multi-level caches.
Previous work exists to handle tracking address values in programs. For example,
Balakrishnan and Reps [4] developed a framework to analyze memory accesses for se-
curity analysis. Similar techniques can be used to predict data cache behavior as shown
by Sen and Srikant [25]. White et al.address the problem of classifying data references
to cache lines [28], however, they do not deal with dynamic allocation which is handled
soudnly with live caches. These techniques are complimentary to our work.
A technique for multi-level shared caches which considers interference [24] be-
tween threads was proposed by Yan and Zhang [30], but it doesn’t handle both instruc-
tion and data caches. We don’t consider interference but handle both type of caches.
8 Conclusion
Higher level cache behavior is increasingly important due to the widening gap between
cache and memory speeds. Furthermore, newer architectures such as many-core sys-
tems typically have much smaller caches [11] and a higher penalty for higher level
cache misses due to accessing shared memories [9, 21]. In this paper we showed ex-
amples where single level cache analysis techniques [3, 15, 25] fall short in accurately
determining higher level cache behavior. These techniques lose precision when applied
to multi-level caches and do not take into account realistic cache hierarchies which in-
clude split and unified cache levels as well as write-back which impacts higher level
cache behavior. We have defined live caches for multi-level cache analysis which prop-
erly handles the entire cache hierarchy including write-back and captures information
in the hierarchy which was lost with previous techniques. We have shown that our anal-
ysis with live caches is sound and improves precision by an average of 5.7% for L2
cache references. Furthermore, our analysis is scalable and sees improvements for all
cache configurations tested ranging from small caches to large caches.
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